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The aim of this article is to contribute to a discussion on the challenges

of and opportunities for using major streaming media platforms and fictional

streaming series in an educational context. The article departs from research

on the post-digital condition, platformization, cultural memory, and cultural

sustainability. The tangible interest in cultural memory and heritage studies

indicates the current need to include streaming services in these research fields,

as the platforms for streamingmedia are vectors of popular culture and heritage in

terms of digital archives. With the help of Astrid Erll’s analytical model, the authors

argue that perspectives from cultural memory studies are useful for deepening

the learning potential of fictional series on streaming platforms. The article

also supports the idea that major streaming services can be used in education

as a supplement to other cultural resources if the potential sustainability risks

are considered.
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1. Introduction

The ongoing transition to streaming media platforms in television distribution

technology has radically transformed media production and consumption by introducing

services that are subscriber-funded and available on demand (Grandinetti, 2017; Lobato,

2019; Lotz, 2022). The current situation of the audiovisual sector with its flourishing system

of online platforms is to a large extent related to the consumption of series (García-Orta

et al., 2019). Policymakers worldwide are grappling with finding appropriate strategies

for the twenty-first-century audiovisual sector and its future development (Lotz, 2022,

p. 186). However, the digital transition is also influencing perceptions of the past with

the increasing streaming of nostalgia content, including historical fiction, documentaries,

and other televisual references to the past (Hagedoorn, 2017; Pallister, 2019; Gambarato

et al., 2022). A characteristic of streaming services such as Netflix, HBO Max, and

Amazon Prime is how they combine the curation and circulation of new productions

with content libraries from television history (Gilbert, 2019). The platforms, together with

associated social networks, contribute to the “remediation, preservation, archiving of the

cultural and historical heritage” (Daković, 2021, p. 3). Within the educational realm, this

generates challenges and opportunities in terms of the sustainability of this changing digital

infrastructure, as well as how media content from these platforms can be used in learning

contexts. Collins (2013, p. 641), for example, called for a new understanding of what

literacy means in a “digital culture which has changed how knowledge is structured, stored,

accessed, communicated.”
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This article discusses how series on streaming platforms can

be used in learning processes within the framework of a post-

digital society. The aim is to contribute to a discussion on the

challenges of and opportunities for using major streaming media

platforms and fictional streaming series in an educational context,

with a focus on cultural memory and cultural sustainability.

The tangible interest in cultural memory and heritage studies

(Apaydin, 2020a) indicates the current need to include streaming

services in these research fields, as the platforms for streaming

media are vectors of popular culture and heritage in terms of

digital archives. The discussion intertwines learning processes

with digital platforms and the cultural dimension of sustainable

development (Axelsson et al., 2013; Throsby, 2017; Nieborg

et al., 2020), and the argumentation is based on the concepts

of the post-digital condition, platformization, cultural memory,

and cultural sustainability. The combination of these stances will

present new analytical perspectives useful for students, educators,

and researchers interested in the learning potential of streaming

series. The authors do not address any specific educational level,

rather the educational potential of fictional streaming series

in general.

The article begins with a discussion on the post-digital

condition in relation to education, with a focus on platformization

and streaming culture. Platformization refers to the process

of creating or transforming a business or industry into a

platform-based model, where an ecosystem of users, producers,

and consumers is formed around a central platform with

the aim of capturing value from network effects, economies

of scale, and user-generated content (Van Dijck, 2021). In

addition to providing the general context of streaming media

services, the authors argue that audio- and video-streaming

services play an impactful role within the platformization

of cultural productions, such as music, films, documentaries,

and series.

The subsequent section considers how historical fiction

in a digital streaming environment can be used in education.

The series Mrs. America (produced by FX and aired on

Hulu and HBO Max in 2020) is used as an example to

discuss the opportunities for and the challenges of employing

streaming series for learning purposes. This series deals with

the countermovement STOP (Stop Taking Our Privilege) ERA

(the Equal Rights Amendment) and feminist support for the

ERA in a fictionalized version of American contemporary

history. With the help of Erll (2010)’s analytical model,

the authors argue that using research on cultural memory

in education environments could deepening the learning

potential of fictional series on streaming platforms. This is

followed by a discussion of streaming media platforms in

relation to cultural sustainability. The argument revolves

around the assertion that major streaming services could

be used in education as a supplement to other cultural

resources if potential sustainability risks are considered.

Finally, the concluding discussion emphasizes the challenges

and opportunities that occur when the lines between formal

and informal educational practices blur in post-digital

learning contexts.

2. The post-digital condition, the
platformization of life, and the culture
of streamability

The concept of the post-digital was inspired by the

phenomenological experience of living in a world where digital

technologies are no longer separated from media. Negroponte’s

seminal book Being Digital (Negroponte, 1995), with a series of

predictions about digital media and life, and his article Beyond

Digital (Negroponte, 1998), with the claim “face it—the digital

revolution is over,” paved the way for the emergence of the

post-digital concept.

The post-digital is not a rejection of the digital, but a

recognition that the digital has already transformed the world and

that it is necessary now to move beyond the emergence of digital

technologies. The post-digital is not about technology; it is about

people. It is about how people live, interact, and make sense of the

more-than-digital world surrounded by big data, biotechnologies,

algorithms, artificial intelligence, streaming services, and machine

learning. It is about how knowledge is created and shared.

“The post-digital is hard to define; messy; unpredictable; digital

and analog; technological and non-technological; biological and

informational. The post-digital is both a rupture in existing theories

and their continuation,” but notwithstanding, “such messiness

seems to be inherent to the contemporary human condition”

(Jandrić et al., 2018, p. 895).

In the field of philosophy, the concept of the post-digital is used

to question the digital dualism of the mind and the body, and the

disembodied mind (Hayles, 1999) of the Cartesian tradition. For

Hayles (1999),

The post-human view configures human being so that

mind is not about a person or persons, that the body is not

an object of knowledge or a problem to be solved, and that the

world exists as a dynamic process of material and informational

exchange within networks of energy and flows of matter (p. 54).

Thus, the post-digital is connected to the thinking of scholars

such as Deleuze and Guattari (1987), Latour (1993), and Stengers

(1997), and to the more recent ontological turn in the humanities

(Bennett, 2010; Feenberg, 2019). Therefore, the post-digital is not

just about technology, but about a fundamental shift in the way

people think about the world.

In the social sciences, the concept of the post-digital is used

to challenge the hegemony of the digital in contemporary society.

In the book Post-digital Aesthetics: Art, Computation, and Design

(Berry and Dieter, 2015), the term post-digital is discussed as

referring to the period after the digital became embedded in

everyday life without characterizing the privileged few. The digital

is no longer extraordinary.

In the educational realm, the post-digital goes beyond the

simple understanding of a “different stage in the perception and

use of technology (. . . ) to consider the ‘post’ as signaling a

critical appraisal of the assumptions embedded in the general

understanding of the digital” (Knox, 2019, p. 357). The production
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and consumption of digital technologies in educational contexts

have grown exponentially [see, for instance, the work of the Open

Education Consortium (OEC) or the European Union’s Open

Educational Resources (OER) policy]. According to Knox (2019),

this has been propelled by a range of issues and agendas, of which

four are particularly salient.

First, the sheer affordability and accessibility of digital

technologies and the associated resources and services have

transformed the possibilities for education (D’Antoni, 2009).

Initiatives such as the OEC and OER have made access to a

variety of digital resources, services, and tools entirely free of

charge. Whether in terms of educational software applications,

files, templates, resource libraries, or even courses, an incredibly

diverse range of resources is available for free that can be used

or adapted to support educational needs. The authors add the

experience of using streaming media services like Netflix and HBO

Max as educational arenas inside and outside the classroom. For

instance, Netflix can be used as a second-language learning support

(Türkmen, 2020) or as a tool for teaching sexual education in

the classroom (Izienicki, 2022). Later, the streaming series Mrs.

America is presented as an example to discuss opportunities for

and challenges of using streaming series formally or informally for

learning purposes.

Second, the popularity of digital devices, such as smartphones,

tablets, laptops, and desktop computers, has led to the pervasive use

of digital technologies in educational contexts, at least in parts of

the world where these kinds of resources are at schools’ disposal.

For instance, more than two-thirds of the world’s population

uses a mobile phone, reaching 5.31 billion in the beginning of

2022 (Kemp, 2022). This has been further facilitated by many

educational institutions adopting BYOD (Bring Your Own Device)

policies and offering free (or low-cost) Wi-Fi access to students on

their premises.

Third, the move toward digital-based assessment practices,

such as ePortfolios, has created new opportunities for education.

This has included the development of new assessment and teaching

methods and tools, such as massive open online courses (MOOCs),

which, in turn, have generated significant new debates about the

role of technology in education (Goffe and Sosin, 2005; Veletsianos

and Kimmons, 2016; Bagbekova, 2019; Hawkridge, 2022).

Fourth, the advent of digital technologies has contributed to

the growth of online learning and the associated move toward

online education. In a recent report, the World Economic Forum

states that “the highest rate of new learner growth online came

from emerging economies,” becoming “an important tool helping

to close the widening global skills gap” (Wood, 2022). Furthermore,

the Covid-19 pandemic accelerated the opportunity and necessity

to incorporate online-based technologies at various levels of the

educational system, from pre-school to lifelong learning instances

(see Lockee, 2021). This has had a significant impact on the way

education is provided and accessed, as well as on how educators

and students interact and communicate with each other:

It is as if post-digital over-determinates the sociopolitical

landscape; without anyone’s “permission” it entered the

classrooms in both student’s and teacher’s pockets (via their

mobile devices), immersed into the pedagogical process,

and broke the boundaries of formal and informal teaching

and learning: unreflexive certainties turned into reflexive

uncertainties (Jandrić et al., 2018, p. 896).

The value of the post-digital, however, does not simply reside

in its usefulness as a general description of people’s relationships

with technology. The post-digital is a specific attempt to articulate

what is new about the digital, and thus is a more specific

intellectual attempt to locate a new area of concern within the field

of education.

In the post-digital condition, there is the phenomenon of

platformization not just of media and cultural production but of

everyday life. Platformization encompasses “the interpenetration of

the digital infrastructures, economic processes, and governmental

frameworks of platforms in different economic sectors and spheres

of life” (Poell et al., 2019, p. 6). Moreover, the term platform

“expands beyond its technological definition as a programmable

interface to encompass the platform as an organizational form for a

data-based business model (. . . ) and a mode of governing” (Strüver

and Bauriedl, 2022, p. 13).

Van Dijck (2021) considered that platforms function as part

of platform ecosystems—an assemblage of networked platforms—

and proposed a metaphor that captures the complexity of how

platformization operates: the rhizome. It was inspired by the work

of Deleuze and Guattari (1987) and scholarship on assemblage

theory (DeLanda, 2006). The process of platformization can be

viewed as a rhizome that is growing in the fertile space between the

state, the market, and the commons. A rhizome is an underground

stem that can put out lateral shoots and roots at various points; it is

characterized by continuous growth in all directions.

Platformization is, therefore, a continuous and recursive

process of (re)configuration, in which stakeholders contest and

negotiate their roles and responsibilities. This metaphor also

captures the relational character of platformization. Rather than

viewing platforms as separate entities, they can be seen as “bundles

of relations” (Arvidsson and Colleoni, 2012, p. 139). Platforms

are entangled with each other and with a broader ecosystem of

applications, devices, and people.

Srnicek (2017) discerned four types of platforms: (1) advertising

platforms, such as Facebook, that offer free services and generate

revenue by the placement of advertising and the sale of personalized

data; (2) cloud platforms, such as Google, that provide information

technology infrastructure to ensure digital communications; (3)

product platforms, such as Spotify, Netflix, and DriveNow, that

offer immaterial goods (music andmovies, for instance) or physical

goods (like cars on demand); and (4) lean platforms, such as

Uber and Airbnb, that do not own any goods and, therefore, no

capital, but control the availability and sharing mode. Within the

scope of this paper, the focus is on product platforms, especially

those related to streaming media services operating the production

and/or the circulation of content with learning potential.

Emphasizing the relevance of streaming media, Jansson (2022)

used the term “culture of streamability” (p. 60) to describe the

industrial logic that amplifies connective media affordances today.

Connective media are ecosystems formed by the convergence of

communication technologies, information, and media. He argued

that streamability transcends simply governing activities, objects,
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and relations digitally, generating and responding “to data streams

as efficiently as possible. At the same time, this logic extends

beyond the technological architecture of platforms” (p. 61). In

addition, Jansson (2022, p. 63, emphasis in the original) referred to

streamability as a “logistical battlefield” that controls and organizes

the flows of media circulation.

The authors argue that audio- and video-streaming media

services play an impactful role in the platformization of cultural

productions, such as music, films, documentaries, and series.

Gambarato et al. (2022) discussed the primary role played

by streaming services such as HBO Max in the dynamics of

remembering and forgetting cultural content. The argument is

anchored in how cultural memory is shaped because of circulation

via widely penetrating distribution tools, such as streaming

services, because “media is a powerful agent of (individual and

collective) memory” (Mateus, 2022, p. 142).

In addition to the capability of streaming services to pull

the strings in relation to the circulation of content, streaming

media users also actively participate in the distribution of content,

regardless of whether or not it is intentional. Other reasons for

the protagonism of streaming media are that (1) “streaming is not

just a technical form of transmission, but a key metaphor for the

flow of information in the [post]digital age” (Morris and Powers,

2015, p. 107), (2) it represents “a qualitative change in connectivity

that alters the appearance of connective media platforms” (Jansson,

2022, p. 62, emphasis in the original), and (3) the normatization of

streaming influences viewing practices, including binge-watching,

for instance, and the traditions of cultural productions such as

Netflix’s production of original content without pressure from

advertisers (Burroughs, 2019).

Algorithm-based structures that govern streaming media

services have become indissociable from everyday life. Algorithmic

mediations—algorithms function as cultural and infrastructural

mediators—are part of the complex ecosystem that involves

processes of communication, mediatization, and education.

“Despite being private structures, digital platforms have become

spaces in which important public debates occur and where the

confrontation of views and the articulation of opinions is verified”

(Winques and Longhi, 2022, p. 152). According to Couldry and

Hepp (2016), the social is increasingly mediated, and this is

reflected in the way meanings are produced. In this sense, it

can be seen that algorithms are social vectors that contribute

to the production of meaning. Thus, algorithms are not just a

technical aspect of the web but also a social one, and they impact

educommunicative practices.

3. Mrs. America and cultural memory

The move toward post-digital-based learning practices has

had a significant impact not only on education in general but

also on history teaching specifically (Haydn, 2013). An increasing

number of teachers are integrating digital tools, such as games,

websites, and streaming services, into the classroom on different

educational levels (Carretero et al., 2022; Malysheva et al., 2022).

More importantly, in a culture in which the digital web plays

such an important role, young people’s access to information about

the past increasingly emanates from sources other than history

teachers and textbooks (Haydn and Ribbens, 2017). To understand

and further benefit from this wider learning context, not only in

history but also in other subjects, the authors argue that research

on cultural memory is useful.

Cultural memory is a field of research and an umbrella term

that describes the interplay between the past and the present in

sociocultural contexts (Erll, 2011; Törnquist-Plewa et al., 2017;

Apaydin, 2020a). In recent years, this field of research has become

increasingly interested in digital popular culture (Hagedoorn,

2020; Kosnik, 2021). Erll (2011), Rigney (2012), and Hagedoorn

(2013) have, from different perspectives, explored the formation

of cultural memory as a performative and more dynamic process

of remembrance across different media and with interactive

audiences. Today, streaming media platforms such as Netflix, HBO

Max, and Amazon Prime constitute essential medial frameworks

in the formation and circulation of cultural memory (Gambarato

and Heuman, 2022), as the audience’s desire for nostalgic content

is fueled by the possibility to watch and rewatch old series and

films, while the platforms concomitantly provide new series with

historical impulses (Pallister, 2019).

Thus, students’ knowledge of the past is increasingly shaped

by streaming platforms, which makes it imperative to discuss the

opportunities for and the challenges of using them in education.

For a long time, educators and professional historians have been

skeptical of visual fictional representations of the past and cinema

in general as a “social institution involved in the moral corruption

of themasses” (Kansteiner, 2017, p. 89). Today, educators recognize

the cultural significance of visual historical fiction, but more for

the purpose of historical entertainment and simulation (Marcus

and Levine, 2007; Kansteiner, 2017), which disregards important

aspects of the learning potential of streaming media platforms in

the educational realm.

A recurring pattern of audiovisual series with historical content

on streaming services is how the story tends to develop in other

media platforms to further engage the audience, which follows

the logic of transmedia storytelling (Gambarato et al., 2020). The

fourth season of Netflix’s The Crown (Morgan, 2016) was featured

alongside documentaries on the British royal family, and HBO’s

Chernobyl (Renck, 2019) was launched with a podcast (Gambarato

et al., 2022). Mrs. America’s creator Waller participated in various

podcasts to provide behind-the-scenes information and explain

the chosen perspective (Olsen, 2020). The series was also inspired

by previous accounts from completely different media formats,

including the memoirs of Bella Abzug, Gloria Steinem, Betty

Friedan, and Phyllis Schlafly (Blake, 2020). From an educational

perspective, a focus on these transmedia ramifications could

potentially help students better understand historical fiction as a

genre that integrates a multitude of historical experiences in a more

creative way. Mrs. America, furthermore, includes brief montages

of archival footage to lend the series a sense of authenticity. This

is in line with the contemporary nostalgia for older media formats

(Giulia, 2019), which are important resources for cultural memory

in terms of the content and style of the media representation

(Schrey, 2014).

To address how the historical fiction develops in relation

to different media platforms and media formats, educators
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need competence in how new digital technologies influence the

mediation between the past and present, how the narratives are

transformed in this digital landscape, and to what extent they can

be used as learning tools (Collins, 2013; Haydn, 2013). One way of

discussing and deepening the learning potential of fictional series

in the digital media environment is to use Erll (2010)’s three-

dimension model to observe cultural memory. The model is used

for looking within, between, and around cultural representations

by distinguishing the intra-, inter-, and pluri-medial levels.

Foremost, it is important to consider how memory is expressed

within the series itself, which relates to the intramedial dimension.

InMrs. America, history is portrayed from a bottom-up perspective

through social movements in two opposing ideological camps

among women. On one hand, the series represents the second

wave of feminism of the 1970s, including famous activists such as

Gloria Steinem, Betty Friedan, and Bella Abzug. On the other, there

is conservative activist Phyllis Schlafly, who opposes the feminist

movement and characterizes it as a “small elitist group of north-

eastern establishment liberals putting down the homemakers”

(Waller, 2020a, episode 1, sc. 34:40). As a window on 1970s social

tensions in the United States, the series offers a different perspective

on the history of the country compared to the usual perspective in

history books, as the series places women at the center of political

changes in the United States. Historical fiction on streaming

platforms often tends to transcend what Berger (2017, p. 101)

called the “national master narrative” by focusing on other spaces

of historical development, as they target a global market where

different cultures and languages come into play. Although historical

fiction could never replace a textbook, it can be a useful resource

for discussing alternative approaches to past and contemporary

conflicts and can reduce teachers’ dependence on textbooks.

A challenge for history education, however, is related to the

difficulty students experience in distinguishing between the past

and the way it is represented and narrated. Unfortunately, the

audiovisual narratives used in the classroom are not often examined

(Marcus et al., 2018, p. 157). Instead, teachers favor the use of

historical fiction only for visualizing historical events through

scenery, costumes, music, etc., which does not help students in

this regard. A teacher could instead use episodes from a popular

streaming series such as Mrs. America to question how the choice

of media and forms (Erll, 2010, p. 390), as well as the social and

cultural contexts (Assmann, 2010, 2011), influence how history

is represented. Mrs. America focuses on different characters—

and the 1977 National Women’s Conference in Houston—in each

episode, and in this way, viewers are encouraged to “consume the

series holistically to fully understand the overarching storyline”

(Grandinetti, 2017, p. 15). What impact does this storytelling

have on the understanding of the ERA conflict? What kinds of

ethical concerns are related to the fictional representations of real

characters? Such questions might help students better understand

the interpretative nature of history and the constructive nature of

different perspectives on the past.

Another way of looking at Mrs. America as a representation

of cultural memory, which could potentially broaden learning

outcomes, is to consider its intermedial dynamics. This can be

linked to the transmediality of historical fiction on streaming

services mentioned above but also more broadly to the notion of

remediation (Erll and Rigney, 2009). Memories related to events,

personalities, or processes are repeatedly shaped by new texts,

images, or rituals:

What is known about a war, a revolution, or any other

event which has been turned into a site of memory, therefore,

seems to refer not so much to what one might cautiously call

the “actual events,” but instead to a canon of existent medial

constructions, to the narratives and images circulating in a

media culture (Erll, 2010, p. 392).

Significant representations of a chosen historical personality,

event, or process can illuminate intermedial dynamics. In

educational contexts, Einhaus (2016), for instance, has shown how

the literary remediation of the First World War has been used by

history teachers in secondary school classrooms in Britain. The

corpus of literature used in classes helped students widen their

understanding of the war and concomitantly grappled with issues

about the accessibility and inclusivity of the cultural memory of

the war (Einhaus, 2016). A focus on remediation often exposes the

conflicting legacies of historical events, processes, and personalities.

The social conflict around the ERA is naturally less prominent

than the First World War. However, all representations of the

past “draw on available media technologies, on existent media

products, on patterns of representation and medial aesthetics”

(Erll and Rigney, 2009, p. 4). Mrs. America portrays the aftermath

of the much observed and mythologized 1968 and the protests

against the Unites States involvement in Vietnam, which was

the starting point of new civil rights movements and radical

politics worldwide. In the series, Gloria Steinem underlines the

continuation by stressing that the ERA struggle “is our Vietnam”

(Waller, 2020b, episode 2, sc. 23:32). The revolutionary features of

the period have recently been the subject of new popular interest

with, for example, Steve McQueen’s series Small Axe (McQueen,

2020), Shaka King’s Judas and the Black Messiah (King, 2021),

and Aaron Sorkin’s film Trial of the Chicago 7 (Sorkin, 2020).

These accounts are part of the intermedial dynamics and include

conservative backlash (O’Connor, 2022), which related directly to

Mrs. America and the portrayal of Phyllis Schlafly’s movement. The

concept of cultural countermemory could be useful in emphasizing

how such representations of radical social movements challenge

more hegemonic modes of remembrance (Bold et al., 2002). Mrs.

America exposes a feminist countermemory within a contemporary

patriarchal culture of remembrance. In addition, the portrayal of

Phyllis Schlafly’s reactionary movement also represents a different

kind of countermemory opposing liberalism and progressive

values in the Western world. In response to women’s liberation,

Schlafly insist that “liberation is in the home” (Waller, 2020b,

episode 2, sc. 18:12). In both cases, the intermedial dynamics of

remediation is important to understand the conflicting legacies of

the ERA.

Finally, the learning potential of Mrs. America is related to

the consideration of its reception on different medial platforms.

Historical fiction can provide the most exciting images of the past,

but it must be consumed by an audience to influence cultural

memory (Erll, 2010, p. 395). There is an important difference

between viewers who watch the series for their own pleasure and
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professional entertainment journalists who review it (Grandinetti,

2017, p. 13). The latter group is easier to trace in magazines, blogs,

and other publications; it is challenging to reach communities of

viewers outside this professional sphere. However, by looking closer

at the pluri-medial networks in which the cultural representation

circulates and exerts influence, it is possible to better understand

its impact and role in contemporary society and deepen the

series’ learning potential. This is particularly important within the

interactive post-digital cultural environment of streaming media

platforms, where series can be the subject of heated debates on

social networks and websites where audience engagement develops

(Grandinetti, 2017). Students tend to follow blogs, websites, and

Twitter, among others, which facilitate educational discussions of

the pluri-medial influence of historical fiction.

Historical fiction can also trigger political discussions and

academic controversies that involve a dialogue between the past

and the present. The HBO miniseries Chernobyl sparked lively

discussions on nuclear energy, communism, and climate change

(Gambarato et al., 2022). In the case of Mrs. America, a fruitful

discussion relates to how contemporary feminist and anti-feminist

groups react to the series. For example, Eagle Forum, the right-

wing group that Schlafly founded, was highly critical of the series

and used social media to criticize what they perceived as harmful

misinformation (Whiting, 2020). The Eagle Forum is now run by

Anne Schlafly Cori, the daughter of Phyllis Schlafly. With the help

of such reactions, students could further reflect on the link between

the opposition to the ERA in the 1970s and different conservative

tendencies today.

The series was also subject to criticism from the feminist side.

Steinem—one of the main characters portrayed in the series—

and the influential feminist activist and leader Eleanor Smeal

argued that the series exaggerated Schlafly’s role. They pointed out

that the insurance industry, chambers of commerce, the National

Association of Manufacturers, and other corporate lobbyists were

responsible for stopping the ERA due to economic interests.

Steinem and Smeal accused the series of misrepresenting feminism

and reducing the fight for the ERA to a catfight between women:

First, its Catfight Theory not only lies about the past but

doesn’t prepare women or men to battle the economic forces

that are still opposed to the ERA. Second, viewers don’t learn

that in ratified states, coalitions are now working to pass state-

level ERAs that are crucial to our lives. Third, “Mrs. America”

has exported this Catfight Theory to England, Australia and

India, thus misrepresenting history here and depressing even

more women (Smeal and Steinem, 2020).

Steinem and Smeal clearly showed how Mrs. America is part

of an ongoing dialogue between the past and the present, which

is important for the shaping of cultural memory. This criticism

exposes difficulties and dilemmas in exploring the past and,

simultaneously, provides a compelling and commercially successful

story. Mrs. America is an example of a popular historical fiction

that can be used as a resource in education if its wider political

and cultural context is considered. The series’ learning potential

will not be attained if it is shown only for the purpose of

historical entertainment. However, with the help of perspectives

from research on cultural memory, the learning process could be

developed in a more reflective manner, involving the conflicting

legacies of the ERA.

4. Streaming media and cultural
sustainability

Gilbert (2019, p. 698) has argued that the transition

from traditional television to “online distribution archives is a

fundamental move from push to pull that upends the industrial,

audience, and cultural practices for reruns in particular and,

ultimately, for television more broadly.” Gilbert understands

streaming media platforms as digital archives in which the viewer

has been reconceptualized as an active curator of content who is

browsing, seeking, and choosing in the televisual history. In other

words, these platforms not only contribute to circulating cultural

memory but also preserve it. This makes it relevant to discuss

the platforms from a sustainability perspective. Streaming media’s

carbon footprint and environmental costs are significant (Marks

et al., 2020), but this paper is focused on the cultural dimension

of sustainability in relation to streaming media services as this

is important for understanding the challenges and opportunities

of using streaming media within the educational realm. Cultural

sustainability goals highlight appealing themes for educational

science and education in practice (Laine, 2016). It is also necessary

to consider that no uniformity exists within the sector of streaming

services (Lotz, 2022, p. 185), and the discussion focuses mainly on

the strategies of the major actors.

Cultural sustainability is a relatively underdeveloped concept

(policy and research tend to focus on environmental, economic,

and social concerns), and it was originally considered a component

of social sustainability (Hawkes, 2001; Pop et al., 2019; Loach

and Rowley, 2022). The conceptualization of cultural sustainability

implies the complexity of understanding the meaning of culture,

which varies according to different perspectives. Sabatini (2019),

while discussing the relationship between cultural sustainability

and sustainable development, departed from the anthropological

approach to culture as a concept that “encompasses the entirety

of knowledge shared by a society” (p. 32). From this perspective,

cultural sustainability usually encloses the maintenance of cultural

heritage in terms of objects, artifacts, representations but also

identity, values, cultural diversity, and aesthetics (Axelsson et al.,

2013; Soini and Birkeland, 2014).

Throsby (2017) suggested five key principles as a checklist for

cultural sustainability. These principles involve (1) safeguarding

equity in accessing cultural resources for future generations, (2)

equitable access to cultural production participation and enjoyment

on a fair and non-discriminatory basis, (3) the value and protection

of cultural diversity, (4) precautions when facing decisions with

irreversible consequences of cultural heritage, such as damage or

loss, and (5) the importance of considering cultural sustainability

from a holistic perspective together with economic, social, cultural,

and environmental systems (Throsby, 2017). Although cultural

sustainability has not yet attained the same recognition as other

sustainability goals, it plays a central role in a sustainable society

as it relates to the cohesiveness of a society or group (Hawkes, 2001;

Loach and Rowley, 2022).
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Traditional archives of cultural heritage often constitute what

Assmann (2010) called “storage memory,” with no vital links to the

present. The content in these archives tends to be communicated

through limited academic channels. Looking at streaming media

as digital archives for the television history of documentaries,

films, and series (Gilbert, 2019), the accessibility is, on the

contrary, very high. Although the licenses exclude library use,

consumer-oriented platforms support the equity principle in terms

of access to television history (Throsby, 2017). The strength of

streaming platforms as digital archives is in fact not related to their

“migrability into the technological future but in their substantially

potentized present online accessibility” (Ernst, 2013, p. 88). In this

context, it is undeniable that “cultural heritage digitization is one

of the best solutions to preserve social and collective memory and

extend the public access to collections at the same time” (Pop et al.,

2019).

This not only increases the platform’s influence on cultural

memory but is also an important aspect of cultural sustainability.

The World Commission on Culture and Development (WCCD)

provided one of the first definitions of cultural sustainability and

emphasized inter- and intragenerational access to cultural resources

(World Commission on Culture Development., 1995; Axelsson

et al., 2013). The integration of old television programs in streaming

services played a vital role in the growth and development of

these online platforms, which have a “substantial need for content

and actively seek out older television” (Gilbert, 2019, p. 692),

strengthening the power of platformization and characterizing

its post-digital condition. The presence of content from different

decades in television history helps create a kind of familiarity across

generations, and the content is accessible everywhere, with search

boxes on multiple devices. While memory and heritage associated

to monument and architecture has been identified as important

“tool for communities’ survival” and “for their sustainability”

(Apaydin, 2020b), this should also be applied to streaming services

if they influence communities’ relationships with the past and

identity formation.

Platform accessibility facilitates users’ active participation,

which is considered an effective tool for cultural and social

sustainability. The transition from broadcast and cable television

to online distribution changed the role of reruns and the

circulation of television history. Gilbert (2019) described this as

a shift to a “pull environment,” where reruns are not “pushed

content” fostering enjoyment through repetition. On streaming

platforms, individuals make selections and engage with them. This

curating behavior shapes consumer identities. Recommendation

algorithms incorporate search history to influence future viewing.

Furthermore, the services enable binge-watching and the creation

of visible playlists that are sharable on social media (Gilbert, 2019).

The binge-watching experience, an iconic feature of the culture of

streamability, influences the viewer, who can connect to the cultural

content regardless of the entertainment publisher (Grandinetti,

2017, p. 17). The onlinemodel not only cultivatesmore engagement

with a popular culture heritage, reinforcing cultural sustainability,

but it is also useful in education, as reruns are available and

searchable without programming schedules.

Collins (2013) stressed that downloadable novels, music, and

television foster a similar attitude to digital cultural heritage.

He used the term playlisting to describe how users navigate

different platforms and construct a personal identity from their

own digital archives (Collins, 2013). However, online engagement

is also visible on other digital platforms. The online publications

Volture and The A.V. Club, for example, encourage viewers to

comment on and discuss streamingmedia series next to the reviews

they publish (Grandinetti, 2017). These kinds of publications

exemplify how streaming media, despite the displacement of

programming schedules, create new communities to consume

culture together beyond national borders, in line with how

strategies of cultural sustainability “promote intercultural dialogues

either within or between countries” (Throsby, 2017, p. 139).

From a sustainability perspective, there are also disadvantages to

this cultural consumption. Doctors repeatedly warn that binge-

watchingmight have a negative impact on health compared to other

addictions. In the discussions in the publications above, viewers

also complain about how they cannot refrain from watching

series at the expense of their free time (Grandinetti, 2017, p.

19). This is something that teachers in educational environments

must consider.

Another important question regarding cultural sustainability

is whether streaming platforms contribute to cultural diversity

or, on the contrary, suppress national pluralism by promoting

American productions worldwide and the Americanization of

popular culture. The history of streaming media platforms such as

Netflix and HBO Max is full of friction between global ambitions

and local markets, as Lobato (2019, p. 181) emphasized:

Digital distribution does not come “over the top” of

culture; it must negotiate the rough terrain of markets

characterized by fundamental differences in tastes, values,

cultural norms, viewing habits, income levels, and connectivity.

Overall, the major streaming platforms show weaknesses

and strengths in terms of affirming cultural diversity. The

increasing influence of global streaming platforms may

result in a decrease in the diversity of cultural production

as a result of the competition for viewers, which is a threat

to cultural sustainability (Throsby, 2017). The tendency

within platforms such as Netflix and HBO Max, however,

is an increasing awareness of the importance of recognizing

cultural diversities within different markets by including

local productions in catalogs and more linguistic pluralism.

Netflix commissioned content from the markets it targets

early on to expand its subscriber base in markets beyond

North America. Only around 40 percent of the titles in Netflix

libraries in different countries are American productions (Lotz,

2022, ch. 161). Therefore, the notion that the globalization of

streaming television is indistinguishable from Americanization is

too simplistic.

Although most productions on Netflix and HBO Max still

use English, these platforms—and especially Netflix—also invest

large resources in subtitling original series. Lobato (2019, p. 120)

pointed out that Netflix “may well be the most multilingual

television service that has never existed.” Several successful series

have portrayed multicultural and multilingual environments by

including several languages and cultural encounters in the plot.
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The American–German production Unorthodox (Schrader, 2020),

about the emancipation of Esty Shapiro from her ultra-Orthodox

Jewish community, includes English, Yiddish, German, Russian,

and Hebrew to various degrees (Corrius and Espasa, 2022). The

preservation of Yiddish as a transnational minority language

must be considered an achievement for cultural sustainability.

Another example of this tendency is Netflix’s first African

original series, Queen Sono (Lediga and Tebogo, 2020), which

includes a variety of languages intermingled with English, such as

Afrikaans, Swahili, and Xhosa. The series exemplifies the ambition

to recognize cultural diversity in new markets. Moreover, an

important aspect of cultural diversity and streaming platforms

is that Netflix is only one of many services: “This multiplicity

provides much greater ecosystem diversity than was typical

when past thinking on these dynamics developed” (Lotz, 2022,

p. 162).

The commercial interests of streaming services also create

significant conflicts with cultural sustainability perspectives.

Platforms like Netflix and HBO Max are not only digital archives

of popular culture but also marketplaces. The content changes and

develops in relation to the desires of most of its users. Meanwhile,

cultural sustainability must respond to needs in society where

there are not necessarily commercial interests, such as protecting

cultural artifacts or practices that are at risk of disappearing due

to the pursuit of economic efficiency (Throsby, 2017; Loach and

Rowley, 2022). Gambarato et al. (2020, p. 273) reassure that the

algorithmic processes of shaping and circulating content are not

exempted from commercial interests involved in the accumulative

power of streaming media to spread stories from the past, present,

and future worldwide:

The non-transparent selecting and sorting processes

provide evidence of a more complex agency regarding the

dynamics of remembering and forgetting, compared to how

state institutions and traditional archives maintain links to the

past. In this context, the power to shape the past is shared by

several actors, but it is also usurped by commercial interests and

technology advancements.

These features do not meet the requirements for cultural

sustainability, as it also links the accessibility of a cultural heritage

to vulnerability and the risk of oblivion and cultural loss. The

transformation of cultural resources can be very beneficial for

producing new heritage, but it should be initiated and led by

communities who are in interaction with this heritage (Apaydin,

2020b). Gilbert (2019) pondered that the major streaming

platforms have substantial gaps in their archives related to

copyright issues, licensing rights, and the uncertainty of the

popularity of older television content. Examples of genres of

television programs that have been excluded from the major

platforms include “sports, news and newsmagazines, instructional

programming, talk shows, game shows, and significant portions

of classic television” (Gilbert, 2019, p. 696). At the same time,

the global streaming platforms, with different orientations, should,

in an educational context, be seen as a supplement to and not a

substitute for other digital and material cultural sources—if the

potential sustainability risks are considered.

5. Conclusion

Learning experiences are moving in the direction of post-

digital contexts in which the use of technologies inside and

outside the classroom (Valverde-Berrocoso et al., 2021) blends

together and blurs the lines between formal and informal

educational practices (Colley et al., 2003). Therefore, video-

streaming platforms that are already widely disseminated

worldwide—Netflix alone had 222 million subscribers in 2022

(Iqbal, 2022)—have the potential to keep learning processes

updated and students engaged. Educational environments

cannot deny the platformization processes that characterize

post-digital societies.

However, the legal challenge of showing audiovisual

productions from commercial streaming services in classrooms

involves the use of copyrighted material for educational purposes.

Streaming services typically hold the exclusive rights to the

content they offer, and teachers may not have the legal right

to show these materials in their classrooms without obtaining

permission or a license from the copyright owner. Some streaming

services may offer educational licenses or special rates for schools

and universities, which can make it more feasible to access

the content legally. For instance, Netflix offers educational

screenings permissions, which provide access to a selection of

documentaries and feature films for educational use (Netflix,

n.d.). The program is free but requires educators to apply

and be approved for access. Another alternative solution is

to ensure that the use of copyrighted materials falls within

the limits of the fair use doctrine, which allows for limited

use of copyrighted materials without obtaining permission.

In order to claim fair use, teachers must demonstrate that

their use of the material is for educational purposes, is not

for commercial gain, and does not harm the market for the

original work.

Streaming productions such as Mrs. America can be used

as a starting point for discussions, for example, to introduce

new topics, and in history teaching, to challenge national

master narratives by focusing on other spaces of historical

development. Mrs. America, for example, places women at the

center of political changes in the United States. Research on

cultural memory offers analytical tools for developing the learning

process in a more reflective manner, involving the conflicting

legacies of historical events, processes, or personalities. The

learning potential is particularly important in the streaming

media environment, where stories tend to develop in other media

platforms to further engage the audience, following the logic of

transmedia storytelling.

Audiovisual formats such as series and films make the abstract

concrete, and this is their power. The power of visuals (Hansen,

2018) can be incorporated into learning experiences, especially

those that concern cultural memory, cultural heritage, and cultural

sustainability. Series and films often portray characters in a

way that is more relatable to students, is highly engaging, and

holds students’ attention for longer. In addition, excellence in

design production, for instance, contributes to the representation

of material culture with precise levels of detail. Discussing

this aspect in relation to HBO’s Chernobyl, Gambarato et al.
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(2022) emphasized that “the show’s extremely meticulous design

production of the material culture of the Soviet Union (. . . )

increases the perception of reality and truth,” andmoreover, it helps

“the series to become memorable and to be set at the forefront

of what is remembered and what is forgotten by audiences”

(p. 275).

The cultural sustainability of streaming services is a function

anchored in the platform’s ability to support (1) the creation,

curation, and dissemination of diverse cultural content; (2)

the participation of diverse communities in the creation and

curation of cultural content; (3) the preservation of cultural

heritage; and (4) equitable access to cultural content and

cultural heritage.

The culture of streamability, however, has become an

increasingly important part of the media industry, impacting

and influencing cultural memory and cultural sustainability. In

this context, Jansson (2022, p. 65, emphasis in original) argued

that streamability “reflects the capability of corporations to steer

people in the directions most profitable to their business and

to make people comply with extended forms of interactive data

collation.” Thus, great challenges are involved in the learning

potential of streaming media because the algorithmic process

of shaping and circulating content is non-transparent and is

usurped by commercial interests and technological advancements

(Gambarato et al., 2022). This becomes a considerable challenge

and a plausibly harmful aspect of streaming media services

inside and outside the educational realm. Despite the robust

learning potential of streaming media for cultural sustainability

discussed in this paper—accessibility and popularity, penetration,

circulation, distribution of content, connectivity and audience

engagement, resource for discussion/reflection—streaming services

can also interfere with what will be remembered or forgotten,

jeopardizing the sustainability of cultural memory and heritage

in post-digital times. Future research can be dedicated to

investigating how these challenges could be mitigated and how the

opportunities could be further developed and better explored for

educational purposes.
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